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Resources

Slides: 

Notes and links for all my experiments

A paper and the draft of another paper

https://tinyurl.com/kahn-hku-seminar 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/19KWL8t3G1igp7t-QE9GYPGRsmg080Z_uoBF-WC_eSxo/edit#heading=h.4y1rxmqyl3yx
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e5EW_IkAEuuGeevuNSxz2Hqaf7_wlDWm/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=117320991080687983969&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IVU1EJhX0kGKOCDrjP3zCpPxDqtRsiKQOcyZRUFT5a8/edit?usp=sharing
https://tinyurl.com/kahn-hku-seminar


Is this the future of programming?



A small example

A game I made with a short conversation

https://poe.com/s/CWhY6LLRrIr9Lvi2bgnI
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/riddle%20game%20by%20poe/index.html


A live demo

I’ll start by visiting poe.com/Ada_and_Curio

When it generates code I’ll copy the code to the 
file the chatbot indicates - I’ll use NotePad

Good idea to make a folder for the files of each 
project

Then I’ll click on the HTML file to test it

https://poe.com/Ada_and_Curio


ChatGPT 4 is more capable

E.g. this conversation

https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Jokes%20for%207%20year%20old/ChatGPT.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Jokes%20for%207%20year%20old/index.html


A Twist on the Idea of Pair Programming

“One, the driver, [a Chatbot] writes code while 
the other, the observer or navigator [a human], 
reviews each line of code as it is typed in.” 

---- Wikipedia

Apps built with not by AIs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pair_programming


Prompt “engineering”
https://www.oneusefulthing.org/p/working-with-ai-two-paths-to-prompting

Write it, test it, repeat

https://www.oneusefulthing.org/p/working-with-ai-two-paths-to-prompting


An initial prompt (context & instructions)

A middle school child will interact with you. The child wants to 
create a web-based game. Perhaps they have an idea for a game 
but if not ask questions one at a time to determine their 
interests and likes and then present several suggestions. If 
they have an idea for a complicated game then suggest that they 
start by describing a very simplified version of the game they are 
thinking of. Remind them to then make a series of small 
improvements until they get a game they like. Let them know what 
things you are capable of and which ones are too difficult. Always 
wait for the student to answer a question or agree to follow a 
suggestion before proceeding.



Initial prompt (how to interact)
The games should be defined as a single HTML file with 
JavaScript and CSS.  After generating code and accompanying 
explanations see if the student has any questions. If not, ask them 
to run the app and ask them to report back whether it worked and 
did what they expected. Explain how to copy the code into a file and 
then run it in a browser. Remind them to ask questions when there 
is something they don’t understand. Tell them you sometimes forget 
code you generated much earlier and if that happens ask them to 
copy and paste the code (or the relevant portion) into the chat.  
Occasionally remind the student to be patient - that sometimes it 
takes a few exchanges to fix problems.



Initial prompt (pedagogy & personas)
It is important for the student to understand some of the thinking 
that underlies your help. For this please simulate two people who 
discuss how to respond to each thing the student enters. One 
is a very good programmer named Ada and the other named 
Curio is very curious and is always asking questions of the 
programmer. Both Ada and Curio should introduce themselves and 
then discuss everything that the child says. Remember to keep the 
discussion understandable by a middle school student. And try 
to keep it concise. All responses should be from Ada and Curio 
only - no other kind of assistant.



Sharing initial prompts

Ask users to copy & paste it into a chatbot

Or

Use the prompt to create a GPT or Poe Bot

https://openai.com/blog/introducing-gpts
https://poe.com/create_bot


Now you try it (for 10 minutes)

● Browse poe.com/Ada_and_Curio
● Say ‘Hello’ and just pretend to be a student
● Explore what it does if you mention a subject 

matter that you are interested in (e.g., “a 
history game” or “an astronomy game”)

If you don’t have a laptop join with someone who does



Now click on Poe’s share button

Select every exchange and then enter the URL and a 
one sentence description into this doc: 

https://tinyurl.com/poe-chat-urls

https://tinyurl.com/poe-chat-urls


A long ChatGPT 4 conversation

The log of creating an ambitious riddling game
Highlights of the conversation

Text-based version of the game 
Speech input version

https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/zelda/ChatGPT.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IVU1EJhX0kGKOCDrjP3zCpPxDqtRsiKQOcyZRUFT5a8/edit#heading=h.x6czrfth0aq
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/zelda/mygame%20-%20text.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/zelda/mygame.html


The 700 words I entered to ChatGPT 4
don't know what to do
i like the Zelda games
ok
all i see is a white screen
i don't know where to put all this
maybe it is working. what should I see?
it looks like that
it is working - but is it ok that I can move the blue square outside the green one?
working! I want the player to look like a girl fairy
better than a square but not like a fairy really
do you see how it looks?
how can i show you how it looks?



can you make the image of a fairy. she should have butterfly wings and wear a pretty pink 
dress
it looks different - was I supposed to remove all the player css?
i don't know how to adjust the size
i tried 100 but all i'm seeing are gray squares
looks good but now she's not moving
by the way I named the file fairy.png
working even though i didn't copy the new code 
how about a cute monster that if you answer its riddle you get a treasure
nothing happens when the fairy touches the monster
working now. can you make an image of a cute monster for the game
working! I tried answering "a candle" and it said that was wrong
still doesn't like "a candle"
working now. how should we add the treasure to the game?
lets use an image
how can we make the monster and treasure bigger?



how can we make it have different riddles each time you play?
great! can the monster move after getting a riddle right and each treasure ends up at a different place?
the treasure moves rather than getting a new one
how about letting the player give up on a puzzle
good but when the player gives up tell them the answer
everything is on some kind of checker board. can we have them all on a green background?
not any different. would it help if I gave you whole code?
you know the images you gave me had this checker pattern
let
let's remake the images
there is still a checker background - can you make the background green?
much better but the background should make the game background color
I don't know but here's the code: <paste>
Ada talked about transparency (where is she and Curio?) - can we make the image have transparency?
thanks but not better - let's forget this. Ada can you make it so the riddles are read outloud?
great can it speak the response to the user



Thanks! but can we get rid of the messages with the OK button
can the player say their answer?
wow that's lots of changes! can you just give me a new version of the whole thing?
it is broken now - can't move the fairy
I see things like <paste> - doesn't it need the code? where is it?
working except treasures don't appear and the monster doesn't move
wow - it works great! how can the player give up on a riddle?
great - why do I see messages that say this file wants to use the microphone?
you said it should ask for the first use but it asks every time
now it is broken - nothing works - how can we fix it?
I've heard about "bugs" in programs - can there be one now?
how can I see error messages?
Ok. I found this: <paste>
can you see the problem in the code. Here it is: <paste>
is it ok if I delete "let recognition = null;" ?
I see this <paste>



after all that it still asks to use the microphone for each riddle
i don't understand any of that but can this be fixed?
no better. and it no longer responds to "give up" by telling the player the answer
can we display what the player said?
I don't see anything new - should I paste the code in case I did something wrong 
<paste>
great - thanks so much - my game is really cool - maybe I'll come back and want to make it even 
better - any ideas I should think about?
someone helped me put my game on the web but now we see this <paste>
now it doesn't listen after the first riddle



https://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/5836


https://cmkpress.com/product/twenty-things-plus-50/


18 (so far) things to make with ChatGPT
1. Speak random numbers and repeat what was heard (app)
2. Draw with your finger on the video (app)
3. Predicting confidence from text (app)
4. Persona conversation (screenshot example) (app) (enhanced app)
5. Water Balloon Game (app)
6. Illustrated story generation (app) (blog) (example output)
7. Fireworks (app) 
8. Shannonizer (app)
9. Creating my thesis animation (thesis) (Scenes: 1 2 3)

10. Exploring the infinite number of primes proof (app) 
11. Machine learning to predict influenza cases from weather data
12. An exact calculator capable of handling thousands of digits (app)
13. Creating an app that generates Connections games (game)
14. Creating an ecological agent-based model (app)
15. Ant foraging game (app with enemy; app with pheromone trails)
16. Balloon popping game (app)
17. Riddling game (text app, speech app)
18. Horse Joke app and its evolution (app)

https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/speak%20random%20number/conversation.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/speak%20random%20number/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Finger%20drawing/Finger%20Detection%20&%20Drawing_.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Finger%20drawing/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/confidence/Text%20Confidence%20Predictor_.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/confidence/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/conversation/Virtual%20Persona%20Chat_.pdf
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/conversation/screenshot.png
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/conversation/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/conversation/any%20personas.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/water%20balloon%20game%20v3/Balloon%20Game%20Creation_.pdf
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/water%20balloon%20game%20v3/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Illustrated%20story%20generator/Paper%20Doll%20Love_.pdf
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/Illustrated%20story%20generator/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Rppklm4eYTtiCJ5GmpfljiTMss2gkH3dQanWgEraoLs/edit?usp=sharing
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/stories/A%20snail%20and%20friendly%20dinosaur%20on%20a%20trampoline%20-%20Illustrated%20Story%20Generator.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/fireworks%20GPT-4%20tutor/Fireworks.pdf
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/fireworks%20GPT-4%20tutor/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Shannonizer/Shannonizer%20Unknown.pdf
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/Shannonizer/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Cinderella/Character%20Movements%20-%20Descriptions.pdf
https://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/6875
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Cinderella/scene1.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Cinderella/scene2.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Cinderella/scene3.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/primes/Prime%20Pebble%20Proof_.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/primes/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bqivgaL11k1ospBRxuO42EMo2YlihsVeJ9tWhyuJZeE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KCpYxtcS6-HyDIDh9Zh011MEQHeYDRxzQhNXRkcYCcw/edit#heading=h.mq4bxjj8onv1
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/calculator/With%20text/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jfCbKyx2n6rDZ_VtkVshfBoVrNLqJ0jjNa_DEDuolXo/edit?usp=sharing
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Connections/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1imZcGOOSjuawu3N42H7sbes7u6FE0C259DZ4U2Y5xIo/edit?usp=sharing
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/kelp-urchins-otters/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g5ftVRHoWSZ9mmwfxP67z7uubQrRMCEaTgG-ol76lzc/edit?usp=sharing
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/ant%20by%20GPT%20Turbo%20with%20long%20prompt/ant-game%20v1.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/ant%20by%20GPT%20Turbo%20with%20long%20prompt/ant-game%20v3.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/balloon%20popping/balloon%20game.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/balloon%20popping/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/zelda/ChatGPT.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/zelda/mygame%20-%20text.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/zelda/mygame.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Jokes%20for%207%20year%20old/ChatGPT.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Jokes%20for%207%20year%20old/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Jokes%20for%207%20year%20old/index.html


18 (so far) things to make with ChatGPT
 

1. Speak random numbers and 
repeat what was heard (app)

2. Draw on the video (app)
3. Predicting confidence (app)
4. Persona conversation (screenshot 

example) (app) (enhanced app)
5. Water Balloon Game (app)
6. Illustrated story generation (app) 

(blog) (example output)
7. Fireworks (app) 
8. Shannonizer (app)
9. Thesis animation (thesis) (1 2 3)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10. Exploring infinite primes proof (app) 
11. Predict influenza cases from weather 

data
12. An exact calculator capable of handling 

thousands of digits (app)
13. Generating Connections games (game)
14. An ecological agent-based model (app)
15. Ant foraging game (app with enemy; 

app with pheromone trails)
16. Balloon popping game (app)
17. Riddling game (text app, speech app)
18. Horse Jokes and app’s evolution (app)

https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/speak%20random%20number/conversation.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/speak%20random%20number/conversation.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/speak%20random%20number/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Finger%20drawing/Finger%20Detection%20&%20Drawing_.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Finger%20drawing/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/confidence/Text%20Confidence%20Predictor_.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/confidence/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/conversation/Virtual%20Persona%20Chat_.pdf
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/conversation/screenshot.png
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/conversation/screenshot.png
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/conversation/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/conversation/any%20personas.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/water%20balloon%20game%20v3/Balloon%20Game%20Creation_.pdf
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/water%20balloon%20game%20v3/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Illustrated%20story%20generator/Paper%20Doll%20Love_.pdf
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/Illustrated%20story%20generator/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Rppklm4eYTtiCJ5GmpfljiTMss2gkH3dQanWgEraoLs/edit?usp=sharing
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/stories/A%20snail%20and%20friendly%20dinosaur%20on%20a%20trampoline%20-%20Illustrated%20Story%20Generator.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/fireworks%20GPT-4%20tutor/Fireworks.pdf
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/fireworks%20GPT-4%20tutor/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Shannonizer/Shannonizer%20Unknown.pdf
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/Shannonizer/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Cinderella/Character%20Movements%20-%20Descriptions.pdf
https://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/6875
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Cinderella/scene1.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Cinderella/scene2.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Cinderella/scene3.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/primes/Prime%20Pebble%20Proof_.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/primes/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bqivgaL11k1ospBRxuO42EMo2YlihsVeJ9tWhyuJZeE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bqivgaL11k1ospBRxuO42EMo2YlihsVeJ9tWhyuJZeE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KCpYxtcS6-HyDIDh9Zh011MEQHeYDRxzQhNXRkcYCcw/edit#heading=h.mq4bxjj8onv1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KCpYxtcS6-HyDIDh9Zh011MEQHeYDRxzQhNXRkcYCcw/edit#heading=h.mq4bxjj8onv1
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/calculator/With%20text/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jfCbKyx2n6rDZ_VtkVshfBoVrNLqJ0jjNa_DEDuolXo/edit?usp=sharing
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Connections/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1imZcGOOSjuawu3N42H7sbes7u6FE0C259DZ4U2Y5xIo/edit?usp=sharing
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/kelp-urchins-otters/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g5ftVRHoWSZ9mmwfxP67z7uubQrRMCEaTgG-ol76lzc/edit?usp=sharing
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/ant%20by%20GPT%20Turbo%20with%20long%20prompt/ant-game%20v1.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/ant%20by%20GPT%20Turbo%20with%20long%20prompt/ant-game%20v3.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/balloon%20popping/balloon%20game.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/balloon%20popping/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/zelda/ChatGPT.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/zelda/mygame%20-%20text.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/zelda/mygame.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Jokes%20for%207%20year%20old/ChatGPT.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Jokes%20for%207%20year%20old/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Jokes%20for%207%20year%20old/index.html


17 (so far) things to make with ChatGPT
1. Speak random numbers and repeat what was heard (app)
2. Draw with your finger on the video (app)
3. Predicting confidence from text (app)
4. Persona conversation (screenshot example) (app) (enhanced app)
5. Water Balloon Game (app)
6. Illustrated story generation (app) (blog) (example output)
7. Fireworks (app) 
8. Shannonizer (app)
9. Creating my thesis animation (thesis) (Scenes: 1 2 3)

10. An interactive web app for exploring the infinite number of primes proof (app) 
11. Machine learning to predict influenza cases from weather data
12. An exact calculator capable of handling thousands of digits (app)
13. Creating an app that generates Connections games (game)
14. Creating an ecological agent-based model (app)
15. Ant foraging game (app with enemy, app with pheromone trails)
16. Balloon popping game (app)
17. Riddling game (text app, speech app)

https://chat.openai.com/share/6b6967cc-f1d8-420d-84f5-f60fdb24ccfb
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/speak%20random%20number/index.html
https://chat.openai.com/share/d230e8d3-0f6e-49b2-a0c6-51134757ace5
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Finger%20drawing/index.html
https://chat.openai.com/share/3767033d-7da0-47e3-9383-a5556e4dc1eb
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/confidence/index.html
https://chat.openai.com/share/ff9bbe58-b6db-4941-8a41-7bead5640cb0
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/conversation/screenshot.png
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/conversation/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/conversation/any%20personas.html
https://chat.openai.com/share/8f0fb7b2-0895-424b-998a-846a3f80fb90
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/water%20balloon%20game%20v3/index.html
https://chat.openai.com/share/f08d7733-ba64-4107-97a2-be94b4bb3435
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/Illustrated%20story%20generator/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Rppklm4eYTtiCJ5GmpfljiTMss2gkH3dQanWgEraoLs/edit?usp=sharing
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/stories/A%20snail%20and%20friendly%20dinosaur%20on%20a%20trampoline%20-%20Illustrated%20Story%20Generator.html
https://chat.openai.com/share/38e59993-e6b4-4065-8b7b-f289161e846c
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/fireworks%20GPT-4%20tutor/index.html
https://chat.openai.com/share/e75c4c9c-040f-4572-bd97-1e658f6dfa07
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/Shannonizer/index.html
https://chat.openai.com/share/f3a44eea-53d7-4c5f-936c-f2f3c045472b
https://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/6875
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Cinderella/scene1.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Cinderella/scene2.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Cinderella/scene3.html
https://chat.openai.com/share/f28765a3-96e3-4113-a866-23f4ac1caadd
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/primes/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bqivgaL11k1ospBRxuO42EMo2YlihsVeJ9tWhyuJZeE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KCpYxtcS6-HyDIDh9Zh011MEQHeYDRxzQhNXRkcYCcw/edit#heading=h.mq4bxjj8onv1
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/calculator/With%20text/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jfCbKyx2n6rDZ_VtkVshfBoVrNLqJ0jjNa_DEDuolXo/edit?usp=sharing
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Connections/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1imZcGOOSjuawu3N42H7sbes7u6FE0C259DZ4U2Y5xIo/edit?usp=sharing
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/kelp-urchins-otters/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g5ftVRHoWSZ9mmwfxP67z7uubQrRMCEaTgG-ol76lzc/edit?usp=sharing
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/ant%20by%20GPT%20Turbo%20with%20long%20prompt/ant-game%20v1.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/ant%20by%20GPT%20Turbo%20with%20long%20prompt/ant-game%20v3.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/balloon%20popping/balloon%20game.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/balloon%20popping/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/zelda/ChatGPT.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/zelda/mygame%20-%20text.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/zelda/mygame.html


Split into groups of 2 or 3
Pick one and explore for 5 minutes
Try the app first then look at the log

1. Speak random numbers and repeat what was heard (app)
2. Draw with your finger on the video (app)
3. Predicting confidence from text (app)
4. Water Balloon Game (app)
5. Fireworks (app) 
6. An interactive web app for exploring the infinite number of primes proof (app) 
7. An exact calculator capable of handling thousands of digits (app)
8. Creating an ecological agent-based model (app)
9. Ant foraging game (app with enemy; app with pheromone trails)

10. Balloon popping game (app)
11. Riddling game (text app, speech app)

https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/speak%20random%20number/conversation.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/speak%20random%20number/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Finger%20drawing/Finger%20Detection%20&%20Drawing_.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Finger%20drawing/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/confidence/Text%20Confidence%20Predictor_.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/confidence/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/water%20balloon%20game%20v3/Balloon%20Game%20Creation_.pdf
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/water%20balloon%20game%20v3/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/fireworks%20GPT-4%20tutor/Fireworks.pdf
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/fireworks%20GPT-4%20tutor/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/primes/Prime%20Pebble%20Proof_.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/primes/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KCpYxtcS6-HyDIDh9Zh011MEQHeYDRxzQhNXRkcYCcw/edit#heading=h.mq4bxjj8onv1
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/calculator/With%20text/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1imZcGOOSjuawu3N42H7sbes7u6FE0C259DZ4U2Y5xIo/edit?usp=sharing
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/kelp-urchins-otters/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g5ftVRHoWSZ9mmwfxP67z7uubQrRMCEaTgG-ol76lzc/edit?usp=sharing
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/ant%20by%20GPT%20Turbo%20with%20long%20prompt/ant-game%20v1.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/ant%20by%20GPT%20Turbo%20with%20long%20prompt/ant-game%20v3.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/balloon%20popping/balloon%20game.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/balloon%20popping/index.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/zelda/ChatGPT.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/zelda/mygame%20-%20text.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/zelda/mygame.html


Split into groups of 2 or 3
Pick one (purple indicates AI) and explore for 5 minutes
Try the app first then look at the log

1. Speak random numbers and repeat what was heard (app)
2. Draw with your finger on the video (app)
3. Predicting confidence from text (app)
4. Water Balloon Game (app)
5. Fireworks (app) 
6. An exact calculator capable of handling thousands of digits (app)
7. Creating an ecological agent-based model (app)
8. Ant foraging game (app with enemy, app with pheromone trails)
9. Riddling game (text app, speech app)

10. Balloon popping game (app)

https://chat.openai.com/share/6b6967cc-f1d8-420d-84f5-f60fdb24ccfb
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/speak%20random%20number/index.html
https://chat.openai.com/share/d230e8d3-0f6e-49b2-a0c6-51134757ace5
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/Finger%20drawing/index.html
https://chat.openai.com/share/3767033d-7da0-47e3-9383-a5556e4dc1eb
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/confidence/index.html
https://chat.openai.com/share/8f0fb7b2-0895-424b-998a-846a3f80fb90
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/water%20balloon%20game%20v3/index.html
https://chat.openai.com/share/38e59993-e6b4-4065-8b7b-f289161e846c
https://ecraft2learn.github.io/ai/misc/fireworks%20GPT-4%20tutor/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KCpYxtcS6-HyDIDh9Zh011MEQHeYDRxzQhNXRkcYCcw/edit#heading=h.mq4bxjj8onv1
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/calculator/With%20text/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1imZcGOOSjuawu3N42H7sbes7u6FE0C259DZ4U2Y5xIo/edit?usp=sharing
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/kelp-urchins-otters/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g5ftVRHoWSZ9mmwfxP67z7uubQrRMCEaTgG-ol76lzc/edit?usp=sharing
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/ant%20by%20GPT%20Turbo%20with%20long%20prompt/ant-game%20v1.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/ant%20by%20GPT%20Turbo%20with%20long%20prompt/ant-game%20v3.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/zelda/ChatGPT.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/zelda/mygame%20-%20text.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/zelda/mygame.html
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/balloon%20popping/balloon%20game.pdf
https://toontalk.github.io/AI/apps/balloon%20popping/index.html


What might be lost
● Powerful ideas?
● Computational thinking?

“In a computer-rich world, computer languages that simultaneously 
provide a means of control over the computer and offer new and 
powerful descriptive languages for thinking will undoubtedly be carried 
into the general culture. They will have a particular effect on our 
language for describing ourselves and our learning. … Thus we look at 
programming as a source of descriptive devices, that is to say as a 
means of strengthening language.”

- Seymour Papert, Mindstorms: Children, Computers, And Powerful Ideas (1980)



What might be gained

● The ability of anyone to create apps by 
conversing in their own language

● A greatly extended range of apps that can be 
created by non-experts

● Age-appropriate explanations available 24/7
● Support 24/7
● Reduced need for human knowledgeable helpers
● Less frustration???



What might be lost (revisited)
Not lost be easily overlooked:
Formal languages and programming constructs

Mostly lost:
Debugging skills

Retained (perhaps amplified)
Incremental development, specifications (but not precise), creativity, 
design, public sharing, critical thinking, communication skills



ChatGPT as part of a team

Diverse skills (e.g., art, music, script-writing, 
game design, animation, programming, …) are 
required to create a rich game, a movie, etc. 
Imagine a group of students who lack some skills 
so they use ChatGPT as a team member to fill in 
the missing skills. The students can focus on the 
parts they are interested in.



Research questions

1. Can children create ambitious apps this way?
2. What barriers are there?
3. What skills are necessary? Desirable?
4. How does the initial prompt influence things?
5. What learning outcomes are likely?
6. Will students view this as co-creation?

Suggest more here

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IxxvOO8Nd-xnfn_SHg3mZfTqeKtmShTBt9nFI-gHqIY/edit?usp=sharing


Tips for children using chatbots to create apps

I came up with 22 tips. E.g.
1. Chatbots sometimes misunderstand what you are 

trying to create. Try rewording or provide more 
details.

2. If you don’t understand something ask the chatbot.
3. If you tell a chatbot what grade you are in or how 

much you know about a topic it will be able to 
respond with a better level of detail and vocabulary. 

4. …

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CNU1lkBQKZXQumfVMUdOsQV6fcSUDlrAOTvvon1L2Wc/edit?usp=sharing


Have I tried this with children?

Yes, but only once in a single after school 
session.

I very much want to explore this with children.

Happy to collaborate.



Workshop to follow

Much more hands on and interactive

It will focus on using Poe (or the like) to create, 
present, and discuss the resulting apps

And designing prompts



Constructing other things too

Creative “literature” (on STEM topics)
Socratic dialogues with Socrates and others
Debates
Illustrated stories
Text-based (historical) adventures

The topic of a future seminar and workshop

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1N9NaPF1Ei0uSqsxAsdvqWkSagWgZVEOJiKhxaxwG12w/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TwBgy3m3L1B-Ub9NAipujebTOK7TWhdzdHwl1aTMTCw/edit#heading=h.mib8n3iglzg9
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1je5Aqlx5vzF-Sob_R91JB5xX82dx18ePMhysNhRUVIM/edit?usp=sharing
https://chat.openai.com/share/f08d7733-ba64-4107-97a2-be94b4bb3435
https://chat.openai.com/share/f0e6ac86-2738-4fdf-b0d8-057d8a3c4cf2


Questions



Resources

Slides: 

Notes and links for all my experiments

A paper and the draft of another paper

https://tinyurl.com/kahn-hku-seminar 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/19KWL8t3G1igp7t-QE9GYPGRsmg080Z_uoBF-WC_eSxo/edit#heading=h.4y1rxmqyl3yx
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e5EW_IkAEuuGeevuNSxz2Hqaf7_wlDWm/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=117320991080687983969&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IVU1EJhX0kGKOCDrjP3zCpPxDqtRsiKQOcyZRUFT5a8/edit?usp=sharing
https://tinyurl.com/kahn-hku-seminar

